
In 5th grade ELA, we are engaged in our ELA Unit 1: The Search for Who We Are.
We are learning about the stories of others and what these stories can teach us about

ourselves.  The students are exploring narrative writing and writing their own personal

narratives.  During Hispanic Heritage Month, we analyzed plot structure by reading Latinx

and Hispanic authors whose stories inspired us.  Students are also working on conducting

an interview with a person to share the story of their life journey.  Our novel study for

this unit is Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz Ryan. We are using the novel to explore

characters, figurative language, theme, central idea and support literature response

questions with relevant text evidence. In 5th grade science, we are completing our study

of space systems.  The students built several models to demonstrate earth’s rotation and

why we see different things in the night sky during different parts of the year.  We

studied the phases of the moon, constellations and gravity.  The students conducted

research projects on the planets and presented them to the class.  At the conclusion of

our space systems unit, we will begin our unit on structure and properties of matter.

During this Cultural Studies unit,  students, or “explorers”,  have been learning about their

own cultures, as well as other cultures. We have been exploring the 5 Themes of

Geography (region, human environment interaction, location, place, and movement) which

are being used to help us learn and explore our world and our connections to our

environments. “Explorers” have been making noticings as to how the Earth's geography

affects our cultures, such as the foods we eat, the clothing we wear, and our beliefs. We

have also been learning how to read maps and will be concluding the unit with making

connections between how maps can help us see the different kinds of landscapes in the

world and what we have learned about how different landscapes affect people.  In 5th

grade Math class, we are finishing our unit on Place Value with decimals and are now

converting metric units, which is a new skill for many students. We will be comparing and

ordering decimals, and using estimation to make sure our answers are reasonable. Students

are continuing to practice their times tables to support success in current and future

units.
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